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Corporate Relocation Services
Lessel Corporate Relocation department specialises in assisting and providing domiciled and
International guidance to corporate companies when helping to find suitable and exclusive
accommodation for their employees relocating to London.

We provide a dedicated property manager who gets to fully understand your financial budget and
coordinates and oversees from the start of your property search, including tenant referencing,
payment collection and tenancy preparation. Once all the standard letting formalities are complete
they will supply the new company tenant with the door keys ready for their move to the new property.
We provide a wide range of luxury apartments located in West, Central and East London. Our vast
relocation experience and property knowledge will assist your company when arranging and
undertaking your initial property search to find suitable accommodation for your trusted employees.
When relocating to London we do fully understand that this can be a stressful time for your employees
and their families especially as we understand working professionals with busy work schedules require
accommodation as a matter of urgency but also require travel facilities within a short commutable
distance to their place of work.
All Lessel luxury apartments come furnished and provide a modern city living environment and are
located in close proximity to local amenities including shops, Bars, Restaurants and London transport
links.
All properties are fully managed by Lessel Residential Lettings and we handle all maintenance repairs
via our tenant report online system and contractor appointments plus the handling of all tenancy
queries or compliance matters raised by tenants throughout the tenancy for added security and piece
of mind.
Our services also extend to providing tenant employees with general travel information and schools
information for families moving their children to reside in London at the outset of their tenancy.

Short Lets
Short Let accommodation is usually a maximum of three-month period and is provided on a common
law licence arrangement.

Your company may need a short term let to accommodate your employees for instance that are
working on a short-term work contract, but the travelling hours per day are just not viable, so this
gives you the option of renting an apartment on a short-term basis, that would usually cost per month
less then what a London hotel would charge for a month’s stay but with the comforts of home.
Again, our modern apartments are located close to London transport links and come fully furnished.
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